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About Us

Capital Theatres is Scotland’s largest independent theatre charity, operating three busy theatre venues in Edinburgh; the 
Festival Theatre, the King’s Theatre and The Studio. A registered Scottish charity supported by the City of Edinburgh Council, 
we present world-class shows to entertain and inspire audiences of all ages as well as delivering a broad range of Creative 
Engagement activities in support of many disadvantaged communities across our city and beyond. .

We stage over 700 performances each year, at the Festival Theatre (1,900 seats), the King’s Theatre (1,300 seats) and The 
Studio (155 seats) in a broad and inclusive programme featuring the very best in drama, dance, musical theatre, live music, 
comedy and pantomime.

Much of our programme is exclusive to our venues in Scotland, providing the only opportunity for audiences to see the 
biggest shows touring north of the border, the best in international contemporary dance and the latest productions from 
leading local and national companies.

During the summer months our stages are the heart of the Edinburgh Festivals in the world’s leading festival city. The Festivals 
provide a focus for pioneering new voices and artforms and a celebration of artistic collaboration that continues throughout 
the year. We support access to the arts for everyone and have an extensive creative engagement programme of culture-led 
activities to raise aspiration and confidence whilst developing an interest in the heritage of our buildings and all areas of live 
performance.

Passion is at the heart of what we do, our people make our environment and inspire us every day to provide a service above  
and beyond. We believe this sets us apart and we are proud of our welcoming culture.
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The Road Ahead
Despite the challenges that COVID-19 has presented our sector and our organisation, we remain resilient and on a stable 
financial footing. Having built a sound financial model over the past 10 years, with sufficient capital reserves and external 
funding in normal times, we are in a strong position for post-pandemic recovery and look forward with optimism to welcoming 
audiences back into our theatres.

The redevelopment of the King’s Theatre is an exciting project of scale demanding a key focus for the Executive in the coming 
years. Opened in 1906, the King's is one of Scotland's oldest and most loved theatres, holding a special place in the hearts of 
those in Edinburgh, the Lothians and Fife, drawing over 200,000 visitors per year. The “Grand Old Lady of Leven Street” is 
well known for its annual pantomime along with hosting a varied and inclusive programme from drama to comedy and from 
opera to dance, with names such as Alan Cumming, Sir Harry Lauder, Ricky Fulton, Una McLean, Grant Stott, Alan Stewart 
and with special mention of the late Andy Gray all having trod the boards here.  This project is designed to ensure the King’s 
will thrive and play its part for the long term, modernising the venue for our audiences and producers alike, improving visitor 
accessibility and technical stage housing, offering an exciting community hub by day and a state of the art theatre by night..

As we begin to deliver on our new artistic strategy we will evolve our own creative license with a careful mix of small-scale 
musical commissioning for our Studio, along with two or three carefully curated co-productions for our main stages in the 
coming years.  This allows us to become more of a creative collaborator in Scotland, whilst bringing new and adapted stories 
to our diverse mix of audiences.

Community impact and creative engagement is at the heart of what we believe in and what we do.  Our programmes 
target an extensive range of participants - everything from people living with dementia, to care experienced children, to the 
Royal Sick Children’s Hospital and the LGBTQ+ youth community.  Many of our projects are award winning and created in 
collaboration with many extraordinary community and cultural partners across the city and beyond.

Some examples of this can be viewed by clicking the link below;

Dementia Friendly Theatre - Capital Theatres

For more detail on what we do visit;
https://www.capitaltheatres.com/

https://www.capitaltheatres.com/take-part/dementia-friendly-work
https://www.capitaltheatres.com/
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Role Summary

Reports to:   The Chief Executive (CEO) as a key member of the Executive Team, along with regular reporting  
   to the Board, direct responsibility for the company secretariat and management of the Board  
   Finance & Risk Committee

Direct Reports:     Finance & HR Manager
   Finance Assistant 
   Cashiers

Purpose of the Role

As Scotland’s largest theatre charity, Capital Theatres operates the Festival Theatre, the King’s Theatre and the Studio in 
Edinburgh. Resilience and longevity of the theatres is paramount and the Director of Finance & Business Services is pivotal 
to ensuring the long term sustainability of the organisation. The role supports the Board of Trustees, the Executive Team and 
Management Team in minimising or mitigating financial risk, maintaining a strong control environment and in optimising 
commercial and strategic decision making.

Capital Theatres (CT) is developing ambitious plans for the redevelopment of the King’s Theatre, and the post holder 
will manage the financial business case for delivery of the project, along with financial decision support for the broader 
organisational strategy including collaboration and co-production with cultural consortia and artistic partners, revenue 
growth through trading and the cashflow planning and reporting requirements of public and private fundraising.

In essence, this role combines both strategy and detailed operations – it demands the management requirements of a senior 
finance executive with the regular need to get involved in the detail of providing accounting information and the delivery of 
HR, IT, and procurement function.
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Our Vision, Mission & Values

Our Vision

To inspire a life-long love of theatre

Our Mission

• We will present high quality shows that stimulate, entertain and engage

• We will engage our audiences with the heritage of our buildings

• We will inspire the diverse communities that surround us and encourage them into our venues

• We will connect with performers, producers and audiences locally, nationally and internationally

Our Values

• Consideration 
We will treat everyone that we meet with respect and courtesy

• Collaboration 
Working together as a team, we will share information, learn from and support each other and use this approach with 
our stakeholders and partners

• Professionalism 
We will behave with integrity; remain aware of our responsibilities and our position in the community, our status as a 
charity and a publicly funded organisation

Implicit is an absolute commitment to equality, inclusion and diversity, representative of the communities we serve in the City 
of Edinburgh and beyond. As a key member of the Executive, and prominent external advocate of the organisation, the post 
holder also has responsibility to advocate CT’s role in its civic duty to the city, it’s strategic place in the sector and in building 
sustainable public and private stakeholder relationships across the city.
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Main Duties & Responsibilities 

Strategic Planning & Governance

• As a key member of the Executive, the Director of Finance & Business Services will work with the CEO, Chair of Trustees, 
the Finance & Risk Committee and the Executive team to implement and develop financial strategy across all areas of 
the Trust, challenging assumptions as appropriate and providing financial analysis and guidance on all activities

• Work closely with the Board, the Executive and the Management Team to understand their needs, deliver excellence in 
business planning, support the Trust in delivering improved retentions through strong cost control and working capital 
management and the building of a solid platform from which to ensure sustainable growth and excellence

• Manage business planning cycles for the Trust and provide thorough data, analytics and reporting to support options 
assessment for future activity

• Produce budget, forecast and multi-year plans (all I&E’s, balance sheet, reserves, cash flow)

• Manage the development of communications, systems and processes to support these cycles, ensuring the presentation 
is clear for all levels of stakeholder both internally and externally

• Act as the Company Secretariat and manage the Trustee Finance & Risk Committee, ensuring all statutory and fiduciary 
responsibilities are met

• Member of the Executive leadership team, contributing to the strategic and operational planning of the organisation, 
taking on wider project responsibilities across the business as needs require

Team Management

• Be an inspiring leader, lead by example and live the organisational values of consideration, collaboration and 
professionalism through daily actions

• Build and maintain a strong sense of collaboration and team spirit amongst the Finance Team

• Manage the overall workload of the department to achieve targets; build, motivate and inspire the team to ensure the 
highest levels of performance; be accountable for the wellbeing, development and success of staff

• Embed a strong culture of welcome, customer care and enterprise, championing equality and diversity

Financial Control

• Deliver an appropriate control environment to minimise risk and ensure robust underlying accounting records for all 
aspects of activity including visiting show budgets and consortia co-productions

• Drive continuous improvement and step changes in processing capability to deliver an efficient and effective finance 
service and drive out complexity in processes

• Oversee restricted, unrestricted, and designated income and expenditure, the balance sheet, cash flow and reserves

• Ensure the Finance team maintains appropriate controls to ensure integrity and rigour of the control environment, 
including maintenance of appropriate end-to-end controls in project accounting

• Ensure key audit objectives of valuation, accuracy, completeness, cut-off, existence and rights and obligations are met

• Maintain adequate segregation of duties within the team and the financial systems

• Ensure the Finance IT platform is suitable and cost-effective for the current and future requirements of the business
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Financial Reporting

• Produce timely and clear financial reports including quarterly, annual and long-range budgets and cash flow forecasts 
for discussion with the CEO and presentation to the Board, its subcommittees and public and private sector funders as 
required

• Generate relevant, high quality management reports and business-wide KPI’s for the Board, Board sub-committees, 
the Executive and Management Team to inform and support decision making, thus helping to improve the financial 
performance of the business

• Ensure that all reporting requirements are met for public and private sector funders

• Develop Business Intelligence reporting to assist with forward planning

• Reduce manual reporting and reconciliation so that the team can focus on review, understanding and analysis

• Ensure compliance with statutory and other reporting requirements, including compliance with the Companies Act, 
accounting standards, Charity law and key funder requirements

• Keep abreast of financial practices including legislation, VAT, Theatre Tax Relief, Gift Aid, pensions, banking developments, 
audit requirements, and ensure that the company’s finances are managed to the best advantage at all times

Financial Operations

• Ensure effective systems are in place to manage the day to day financial operations, including robust sign-off procedures 
and proactive cash flow management

• Take overall responsibility for the Sales, Purchasing, Payroll, Cash and General Ledger cycles

• Ensure robust cash flow forecasting which covers appropriate time periods and which links to restricted, unrestricted 
and designated I&E’s and balance sheets

• Review all commercial and show contracts to ensure they are committing CT to proportionate risk

• In relation to consortia and co-productions, understand and improve the cash life cycle of individual productions – e.g. 
challenging timing of procurement, monitoring quantum and accuracy of own-labour and contractor hours, minimising 
amounts recoverable from production companies, and seeking improved payment terms with suppliers

• Oversee profitability, liquidity and reserves against Board and funder expectations, ensuring requirements in relation to 
restricted and unrestricted activities are met

• Support relationships with the Trust’s banks and investment companies to increase their knowledge and confidence in 
the Trust and gain their support for future funding needs

• Be the focal point for accounting, tax and treasury issues

Cost Control

• Take a key role in improving margins, controlling costs and optimising working capital

• Understand underlying I&E and cash flow performance

• Work closely with the Management Team to understand their roles/vision/objectives and “customer” requirements; 
develop appropriate reporting and modelling – e.g. yield reporting, box office forecast models, assisting with bids, 
modelling new business sectors, developing generic reports for Trust reporting purposes

• Challenge margin improvement on shows, for example:-

 » review of share of risk on Producer contracts and understanding how over and under performance at Box Office 
will influence I&E
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 » frequent and detailed monitoring of committed costs and costs to complete on consortia and co-productions

 » challenging overruns and value-add versus cost

 » identifying opportunities to charge for variations

 » embedding processes and procedures

• Challenge Managers to improve margin, control costs and optimise working capital - e.g. by identifying waste, inconsistent 
processes, opportunities to improve procurement

• Where relevant, maximise Theatre Tax Relief

External Financial Support

• In addition Capital Theatres provides outsourced statutory and financial management support to Music & Lyrics, 
Magnetic North and the Edinburgh Cultural Venues Group (ECVG), with additional ad hoc projects for other organisations 
as required

Human Resources

• Responsibility for ensuring CT has a strong and up to date system of HR policies and procedures, well documented, 
communicated and understood by all employees

• Ensure CT complies with all prevailing employment legislation

• Working with the CEO, ensuring the salary, benefit and compensation strategies are fair and robust, the performance 
development practices are effective and the organisations culture matches our vision, mission and values

• Establish good working relationships with external parties such as BECTU and other support organisations such as Law@ 
Work, keeping up to date with legislative changes at all times

IT & Procurement

• Oversee all IT infrastructure and software requirements of the organisation

• Ensure the IT support provider contract is robust and meets the organisational service requirements

• Ensure compliance with all GDPR, data protection and PCI requirements

• Support specific IT projects as appropriate

• Ensure CT has effective company-wide procurement policies with best practice processes, cost effective tender 
approaches and timely contract reviews

General

• Work in the best interests of CT at all times, and in accordance with company policy, the staff handbook, health & safety 
regulations, safeguarding, data and IT

• Take positive action to promote equality, inclusion and diversity in all aspects of the work of CT

• Maintain confidentiality in all areas relating to CT as appropriate

• Maximise income and minimise expenditure wherever possible

• Use best endeavours to improve sustainability and reduce negative environmental impact

• Work with CT’s Education and Community partners, sharing expertise and offering insight into the methodologies called 
upon in your day-to-day working life
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• Be an effective representative of CT in all situations and demonstrate the highest level of patron, donor and audience 
care, advocacy and service

• Carry out any other duties as may be reasonably expected of the post

These main duties and responsibilities are indicative and not exhaustive. Other duties may be necessary to fulfil the purpose 
of the post. This job description may be periodically reviewed and revised by the CEO and the Board in consultation with the 
post holder.

Person Specification 

Essential Experience

• A recognised professional financial qualification and substantial finance experience, with a proven track record as a 
successful senior finance professional

• Experience and knowledge of management accounts, Charities SORP, cashflow and year end accounting

• Proven track record of working with and communicating effectively with both finance and non-finance professionals, 
verbally and in writing

• Experience leading and/or supporting high-level organisational decision-making

• Solid experience of business management, including demonstrable skills in risk analysis, forecasting and problem- 
solving

• Experience of assessing commercial contracts

• Experience of leading, managing and motivating a small finance team

• Experience of creating and developing excellent relationships with key stakeholders

• Experience of working collaboratively within a leadership team

• Experience of working with high level volunteers in a fundraising capacity

• Experience of working with and reporting to a voluntary Board of Trustees

• Ability to act as a powerful advocate externally on behalf of the Theatres

Desirable Experience

• A proven commitment to good governance

• Experience of theatrical production accounting

• Experience of working in a senior finance role within the charitable sector

• A good understanding of working with the public arts funding system

• Experience of financial management of largescale funding from local and national government

• Experience of Pegasus Opera 3 accounting and payroll software

• Experience of HR systems and procedures
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Essential Skills and Abilities

• Strong ability to successfully interpret and communicate complex financial information

• Ability to support Heads of Department with financial planning and budgetary control

• A proven understanding of VAT and cultural exemption

• A forensic eye for detail, credibility and absolute discretion

• Proven leadership and people management skills

• Effective ambassador, able to quickly develop rapport and trusted relationships both internally and externally

• Confident working both independently and as part of a team

• Entrepreneurial mindset

• Excellent project management and prioritisation skills

• Ability to problem solve, apply creative solutions and be resourceful

• Ability to communicate complex ideas clearly and effectively

• Excellent negotiation and influencing skills, both internally and externally

• Adaptable to changing circumstances

• Strong data analysis skills

• Ability to work under pressure in a rapidly changing environment

• Excellent attention to detail

• Computer literate, including the ability to use Microsoft Office, Advanced Excel, Databases & Cloud software

Knowledge, Attitude and Behaviours
• A significant interest in, and appreciation of, the activities of the King’s and Festival Theatres, the Studio and the performing 

arts in general

• Good knowledge of the Scottish business and cultural sectors

• Good team player with ability to multi-task

• Empathetic management style

• Energy and enthusiasm

• A sophisticated and diplomatic approach

• Willingness to work in a flexible manner, including evening and weekend duties when required

• Absolute commitment to equality, inclusion and diversity

• Flexible and adaptable working style

• Equally happy working strategically as well as operating in the detail

• A commitment to locate to the region and to be available to be present in the theatres when required

• Willingness to travel as required
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Main Terms and Conditions of Employment

Category Term

1 Tenure This is a full-time, permanent contract and is subject to a
probationary period of six months

2 Reporting to Chief Executive

3 Salary £60,000 - £75,000 pa (dependent on experience)

4 Hours 40 per week. No overtime is payable but time off in lieu for 
excess working hours may be agreed with the line manager 
as appropriate. There will be evening and weekend hours 
required

5 Annual Leave 30 days per annum (inclusive of all statutory Scottish bank 
holidays), rising to 35 days after 5 years’ service, and 40 days 
after 10 years’ service
Holiday year runs from 1 April – 31 March

6 Notice Period Three months

7 Pension The Company operates an Group Personal Pension plan with 
8% employer contribution and 4% employee contribution 
Option to increase through additional voluntary contributions

8 Place of Work Mainly at the Festival & Kings Theatres, Edinburgh; post will
require some local and national travel

9 Additional Benefits • Life assurance cover of 3x salary

• Free Edinburgh Leisure Membership (numbers limited)

• Free and/or discounted tickets for performances (subject 
to availability) and Complimentary Friends Membership

• 20% discount in the Festival Theatre Café 

All other terms and conditions of employment are as detailed in the Staff Handbook
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Further Information 

For further information or a confidential discussion, please contact Jamie Brown on:
 
jamie@fwbparkbrown.com
 

Or alternatively, you can contact our Edinburgh office by phone on  +44 131 539 7087.



FWB Park Brown 
T: +44 (0)131 539 7087

www.fwbparkbrown.com


